Home Activity - Ink Blot Tiles

Materials
- Food coloring, Watercolors or watered down Tempa paint
- White paper (printer paper)
- Sponge or spray bottle

Artist Link
Stefan G. Bucher
The Daily Monster – An archive of Stefan Bucher's Daily Monster drawing videos!

Preparation for Activity
- Cover the work surface.
- Cut paper into squares.
- Have wipes ready for clean up.

Instructions
- Fold the paper in half and then quarters. Open up and then fold along the diagonals.
• Drop a small amount of food coloring onto the paper and fold along previously folded lines.

• Continue adding individual colors and folding after each application.
• Leave to dry.
• Repeat the process but add water to the paper by either spraying it with a bottle or wiping with a wet sponge before adding any color.

Clean Up
• Wash hands in soapy water to remove food coloring.